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Prostate cancer has heterogeneous characteristics. For that reason, even if tumors appear histologically
similar to each other, there are many cases in which they are actually different, based on their gene
expression levels. A single tumor may have multiple expression levels with both high-risk cancer genes
and low-risk cancer genes. We can produce more useful models for stratifying prostate cancers into highrisk cancer and low-risk cancer categories by considering the range in each class through inner-class
clustering. In this paper, we attempt to classify cancers into high-risk (aggressive) prostate cancer and
low-risk (non-aggressive) prostate cancer using ICP (Inner-class Clustering and Prediction). Our model
classiﬁed more efﬁciently than the models of the algorithms used for comparison. After discovering a
number of genes linked to prostate cancer from the gene pairs used in our classiﬁcation, we discovered
that the proposed method can be used to ﬁnd new unknown genes and gene pairs which distinguish
between high-risk cancer and low-risk cancer.
& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Prostate cancer is a malignant tumor in the prostate gland. It is
one of the most common cancers among men. Other than skin
cancer, prostate cancer is the most prevalent cancer in American
men. Since prostate cancer is a slow progressing cancer, it has low
risk of metastasizing in most cases. Therefore, patients with
prostate cancer who are over 70 years old are more likely to die
from other causes than from prostate cancer over the 15 years
following prognosis. Because prostate cancer may not cause severe
pain or have any abnormal signs, it is hard for a patient to know if
he has prostate cancer unless the prostate cancer has metastasized
to other organs. Therefore, there is a high chance that the cancer
has spread to other parts of the body once the patient detects its
symptoms. If the prostate cancer has spread to other parts of the
body, the metastasized cancer is more dangerous than original
prostate cancer, which is a slow-growing cancer. Metastatic cancer
that has spread to other areas of the body can grow rapidly and
affect vital organs. For that reason, the most important factor
related to prostate cancer is not whether ‘it is’ or ‘it is not’ a
prostate cancer, but its prognosis, likely progression and probability of metastasis.
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Generally, a patient who has cancer can predict his prognosis
using clinical stage. The clinical stage is determined by the state of
progress, the size and the range of the tumor together with
whether or not the cancer has metastasized. The higher the stage
number, the bigger the tumor and the more progress it has made.
According to a related research study, however, differentiation in
cancer cells has a greater effect on prognosis than diagnosed stage
[1]. Differentiation refers to an operation or a process of cells
specializing in structure and function. Hence, if cells are well
differentiated, they are normal cells, and if cells are poorly
differentiated, then they are immature and disorganized cells.
The results of the research study show that if cancer cells are
poorly differentiated, prostate cancer death is more probable even
when the tumor is at a lower clinical stage. In a research study on
watchful waiting, the two primary risk factors are age at the time
of diagnosis and Gleason score [2]. The Gleason score is a means of
measuring the aggressiveness of prostate cancer [3–7]. It is
obtained by adding the two Gleason scale grades together. Each
cell is given a Gleason scale grade according to the degree of
differentiation of the cell. The scale grade is determined by
examining cells from the prostate under a microscope during a
biopsy. Each cell is then given a grade from 1 to 5. The higher the
degree of differentiation, the lower the grade number it is given.
Once the two most common types of cancer cells are identiﬁed in
the prostate, the two grades of these two types are then added
together to produce a Gleason score. Therefore, a Gleason score
ranges from 2 to 10. The lower the score, the slower the cancer is
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growing, and the higher the score, the faster the cancer is likely to
be growing and the more aggressive it is. In general, a Gleason
score of 7 is considered intermediate and a score of 6 or less has a
good prognosis. A score of 8 or higher has a poor prognosis.
Since the Gleason score is determined by examining cells from
the prostate under a microscope, it cannot be considered as an
absolute index of the prognosis for prostate cancer [8]. For that
reason, we used two kinds of data in the experiment. For the ﬁrst
data set (GSE 15484), we considered a Gleason score of 7 or less
(2–7) to be non-aggressive and a score of 8 or more (8–10) to be
aggressive. We classiﬁed using this method in this paper. The
second data set (GSE 21034) consists of the aggressive and nonaggressive prostate cancer samples obtained from clinical examination without reference to Gleason score. We did experiments
using the same method as the one applied to the ﬁrst data.
Prostate cancer has heterogeneous characteristics, which means
samples in the same class do not necessarily have similar gene
expression levels [9–11]. Classiﬁcation algorithms for handling prostate cancer gene expression levels have to reﬂect that heterogeneity.
The key to successfully overcoming this heterogeneity is capturing
the distinctive gene expression level groups in each class and using
these groups when performing classiﬁcation. We propose an efﬁcient
classiﬁcation method ICP (Inner-class Clustering and Prediction)
based on the heterogeneity of gene expression levels to classify
prostate cancer into two categories, high-risk and low-risk prostate
cancer. ICP can distinguish several different gene expression level
groups by using inner-class clustering. It reduces false positives and
false negatives. Most of the other methods do not consider the
different types in the same class. The classiﬁcation method has
5 major phases (Fig. 1).
The ﬁrst phase is a gene selection phase that reduces the
number of genes to be used in the analysis, because if we
experiment with a large number of genes, the time complexity is
too large. In this phase, we sort out n top-ranked genes using
relief-A and symmetrical uncertainty algorithms, which are veriﬁed feature selection methods. In the second phase, by making
use of inner-class clustering, we calculate the cluster information
for each gene pair, which is carried out in the ﬁrst phase. In the
third phase, we measure the degree of dispersion using the cluster
information from the gene pairs we obtained in the second phase,
and rank the gene pairs from highest to lowest according to the

Fig. 1. Flow chart of ICP algorithm.

degree of dispersion. If there are multiple gene pairs which have
the same score, we use variance-based secondary score to select a
unique gene pair. Phases 4 and 5 are the phases to select a class. By
using vote sets from the phase 3, we execute the prediction in each
voter, and then select the class with the most votes.
The results in distinguishing between the high-risk and the
low-risk prostate cancers with the proposed classiﬁcation method
show that the proposed classiﬁcation method is more efﬁcient
than other existing classiﬁcation methods. Moreover, looking into
the frequently appearing genes and gene pairs, which are ranked
by the degree of dispersion, informed us that those genes and gene
pairs are closely related to biological processes or to prostate
cancer. Classiﬁcation by making use of inner-class clustering is
novel and is of great value because it can be applied to multi-class
classiﬁcations.

2. Related works
Almost all classiﬁcation problems of cancer diagnosis and
prognosis can be solved by machine learning methods. These
methods develop classiﬁers with training samples which are
already classiﬁed and predict the class of test samples based on
those classiﬁers.
The most popular cancer-related classiﬁcation method among
the machine learning methods is SVM (Support Vector Machine)
[12]. SVM ﬁnds the linear optimal hyper plane which separates
gene expression data samples into two groups and uses that plane
to classify the given samples. After applying the transform function, the non-linear data can be handled in the same way as the
linear data in SVM. The transform function is called the kernel
function and there are many types of kernel functions. There have
already been many studies on when the kernel function should be
used and what type of function should be used [13–16]. A few
regression versions of the SVM [17,18] also exist but methods
which use SVM for gene expression data usually focus on which
genes are to be selected to form a hyper plane rather than how to
change the main algorithm of SVM to be more efﬁcient. If genes
are closely correlated, we can apply SVM-RFE (Recursive Feature
Elimination) [19], one of the methods that focuses on gene
selection. When SVM is ﬁnding a hyper plane and using it on
the classiﬁcation, it is important to obtain the maximum margin
between two classes. The L1-norm penalty is helpful to obtain the
soft maximum margin [20]. The L1-norm SVM does not choose all
the genes which have a high correlation among themselves. To
solve this problem for the L1-norm SVM, Wang [21] proposed
HHSVM (Hybrid Huberized Support Vector Machine) making use
of the huberized hinge loss function and elastic-net penalty.
Logistic regression [22] is similar to linear regression because a
function is created based on the shape of the data so the class of a
sample can be predicted. But the difference between logistic and
linear regression is that logistic regression's prediction result is
binomial, not continuous. Logistic regression method can be
applied to other models, so extensibility is the one of the merits
of this method. For instance, a logistic regression method combined with a parametric bootstrap model for the gene expression
data classiﬁcation problem was proposed by Liao [23] in 2007.
Another method called decision tree induction is a classiﬁcation method which uses ﬂowchart-like tree structure. Each internal node denotes a test on an attribute, each branch describes a
result of the test, and each leaf node represents a class label.
The attribute values of a test sample are tested with the internal
nodes in the decision tree. A path can be traced from the root
node to a leaf node and the leaf node's class label indicates the
predicted class of the test sample. ID3 [24], C4.5 [25], and CART
[26] are different versions of the decision tree which have different
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attribute selection measures. The attribute selection measure is
used to select the splitting criterion that efﬁciently separates a
given data for the testing in each internal node.
Methods which classify data with gene expression levels use
differentially expressed genes between two classes. Since the
proposed algorithm ICP uses expression levels of gene pairs, there
are similar studies which use differentially expressed gene pairs
[27–31]. The most notable algorithm which uses gene pairs is TSP
(Top Scoring Pair) [27]. The TSP extracts most informative gene
pair based on the relative frequencies of occurrences of Ra o Rb
within proﬁles where Ri denotes the rank of the i-th gene in the
proﬁle and use the gene pair to classify test samples. k-TSP [30] is
an extended version of TSP classiﬁer on the basis of k disjoint top
scoring pairs of genes that hold the best combined score.
Proﬁling gene expression levels between high-risk cancer and
low-risk cancer can identify markers that signify the aggressiveness of a given cancer. The method suggested by Pressinotti [32] is
one of them. The SAM (Signiﬁcance analysis of microarray)
test [33] is given on high-risk prostate cancer samples and
low-risk prostate cancer samples, then it can identify differentially
expressed genes. Pressinotti carried out a quantitative real time
PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) and IHC (Immunohistochemistry) analysis of these differentially expressed genes, and he
distinguished 20 genes. Eleven out of the 20 genes are associated
with an apoptotic process.
Leinonen's method [34] is similar to Pressinotti's method
because it also used IHC analysis and ﬂuorescence in situ hybridization on prostate cancer gene expression data. His research
identiﬁed the expression level for SPINK1 and TMPRSS2:ERG
fusion to predict the prognosis of prostate cancer.
There is another method proposed by Minner [35] in which the
gene expression level of Her2 has an inﬂuence on prostate cancer
prognosis. A relationship may exist between the gene expression
level of Her2 and prostate cancer prognosis as determined by IHC
analysis and ﬂuorescence in situ hybridization on tissue microarray data. The experiment showed that the higher the Her2
expression level, the worse prostate cancer prognosis is.
It is not easy to determine the prognosis of cancer because
distinguishing between tumors with high-risk and those with lowrisk is difﬁcult. There are few differences among samples in
different classes so a novel approach to efﬁciently distinguish
high-risk cancer and low-risk cancer is needed. For these reasons,
we propose a novel method, ICP, which reﬂects the heterogeneity
of prostate cancer data by using inner-class clustering.

3. Methods
As we mentioned in previous sections, prostate cancer has
heterogeneous characteristics that are difﬁcult to associate with
gene pairs (Fig. 2). Fig. 2 represents gene expression levels of
famous marker gene pair TMPRSS2:ERG fusion [36,37] within
proﬁles. The samples in Fig. 2 are from GSE 15484 and from GSE
21034 data which are stored in the GEO (Gene Expression
Omnibus) database from NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology
Information). The samples even in the same class do not always
have similar gene expression levels. Therefore, we propose ICP for
this problem. It has 5 major phases including gene selection, innerclass clustering, computing the rank score for gene pairs, predicting class in a voter, and majority voting.
3.1. Gene selection
A microarray [38] is a useful tool to measure gene expression
levels of a genome. The gene expression data used in this paper is
generated from microarrays. It is created in the form of a matrix.

Fig. 2. Gene expression levels of TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion. The x-axis represents
the expression level of TMPRSS2, and the y-axis represents the expression level of
ERG. (A) Gene expression levels of TMPRSS2:ERG in GSE 15484. It has 27 aggressive
samples and 25 non-aggressive samples. (B) Gene expression levels of TMPRSS2:
ERG in GSE 21034. It has 19 aggressive samples and 131 non-aggressive samples.

Rows represent genes and columns represent samples such as
high-risk cancers or low-risk cancers. Each spot represents the
expression level of the given spot gene from the given spot sample
(Fig. 3).
Gene expression data includes thousands or tens of thousands
of genes. ICP classiﬁes test samples into different classes using
gene pairs, so if the number of genes is n, the number of gene pairs
is n2. Therefore, if we do not reduce the number of genes, we have
to accept a high level of computational complexity. The ICP
algorithm employs a feature selection method to minimize process
time. Feature selection methods can choose a speciﬁc number of
genes to decrease process time. The experiments in this paper
used relief-A [39] and symmetrical uncertainty [40]. Feature
selection methods can reduce not only the process time but also
exclude genes which are useless in classiﬁcation. Feature selection
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Y¼{y1, y2, …, ys}:
Si ðX; YÞ ¼ ðxði1ÞnΔg ; yði1ÞnΔg Þ
After performing inner-class clustering with the k-means algorithm, each class has k clusters, so there must be 2k clusters when
performing binary classiﬁcation (Fig. 4B). In the end, results of
inner-class clustering with k-means have n(n 1)/2 gene pairs,
each of which has 2k clusters. A speciﬁc description of the innerclass clustering phase for binary classiﬁcation is shown in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Algorithm of inner-class clustering process.

Fig. 3. Gene expression data set.

methods contribute to progress in accuracy because they classify
by ignoring useless genes. Previous research already demonstrated
that the feature selection techniques can be useful in cancer
classiﬁcation problems [41].

3.2. Inner-class clustering
Inner-class clustering performs clustering of samples in each
class. When we use clustering methods to classify a class of test
samples, it is typically presumed that samples in the same cluster
are also included in the same class and samples in different
clusters are included in different classes for the most part. Innerclass clustering's target samples are all in the same class. Innerclass clustering on classiﬁcation allows various groups with
different expression levels to be speciﬁed in only one class.
Accordingly, inner-class clustering is very helpful when data have
heterogeneous characteristics. Meanwhile, if a clustering method
is used in classiﬁcation to distinguish a class from other classes,
target samples may be included in various classes. The purpose of
the clustering method is to classify those samples into an appropriate class. In that classiﬁcation situation, it performs clustering
on the assumption that samples in the same class have similar
expression levels which can be a problem due to the heterogeneity
of each class. The problems are several false positives and false
negatives (Fig. 4A). These problems can be solved by using innerclass clustering.
Some differences exist not only among classes but also within a
class. Genes can have dissimilar appearances or expression patterns in the samples of the same class. Therefore, we propose an
efﬁcient classiﬁcation method ICP (Inner-class Clustering and
Prediction) which considers the heterogeneity of gene expression
levels.
First of all, ICP performs 2-dimensional clustering on every
selected gene pair from the data. At this point, if there are n genes
in the data, the number of possible gene pairs is n(n 1)/n and
inner-class clustering is also performed n(n  1)/n times in each
class. The clustering algorithm used in this paper is k-means [42]
that has fast running time and acceptable complexity even if there
are a large number of genes. Typical k-means algorithm initiates
with random cluster seeds and classiﬁcation result can also be
random. In order to prevent random results, we use deterministic
initial seeds which are equally divided by sequential order based
on the number of clusters k. Here, Δg denotes a gap between every
two initial seeds where Δg ¼(the number of training data  1)/
(k  1), k41. Then the initial seed for i-th cluster on 2-dimensional
coordinate Si(X, Y) can deﬁned as below where X ¼{x1, x2, …, xs},

Input: Gene set G consists of selected n genes from a
feature selection method in the previous phase, the number of
clusters k
Output: Gene pair set P that includes n(n  1)/2 inner-class
clustered gene pairs
1. Make a gene pair set P with every gene pair in gene set G
2. For each Gene pair(a, b) from P Do
3. For each class C Do
4. Cluster the gene pair(a, b) in class C with k-means clustering
method
5. End For
6. Depict the clustering results from each class together into
2-dimensional space to form a complete clustered gene pair
7. End For

3.3. Computing the rank score for every pair of genes
Before executing the majority vote process, ICP makes the top
m voter sets and determines the class of sample which was most
selected from the voters. The voters have clustering information of
gene pairs, which are the outcomes from inner-class clustering
and each voter predicts a class by using those clustering information. The prediction process can be executed in every gene pair, so
if there are n genes, there exist n(n  1)/2 predicted classes for a
given test sample because there is one predicted class per voter.
This is why we have to choose the top m voters. We have to
consider which gene pairs are the top m voters. In this situation, a
powerful ranking method which determines the most efﬁcient m
voters for classiﬁcation is needed.
In the ICP algorithm, an efﬁcient voter refers to the gene pair
with the most distributed clusters. When executing the prediction
process, it is easy to ﬁnd the nearest cluster if the clusters are
highly distributed. In contrast, a gene pair that has clusters with
high density (low distribution) makes prediction harder. Even if
the algorithm ﬁnds a minimum distance cluster, it would not be
reliable. Consequently, the longer the distance among clusters, the
easier it is to predict a class and the more reliable the result of
the voter.
The distance among clusters can be obtained by using the
degree of dispersion in each voter. Degree of dispersion can be
calculated using the sum of the Euclidean distance between all two
clusters which are in different classes. If there are k clusters in each
class and (xij ,yij) stands for the mean point of samples in the i-th
class and the j-th cluster on 2-dimensional coordinate, the degree of
dispersion d can be represented as below in the binary classiﬁcation. Empty clusters will be excluded during the calculation:
k

d¼ ∑

k

∑ fðx1a xÞ2b g2 þ ðy1a y2b Þ2 g

a¼1b¼1

when constructing the majority vote set, m gene pairs are
selected which have a high degree of dispersion. However, it is
possible for multiple gene pairs to have the same score. In order to
rule out ties and to select reliable gene pairs, we use a secondary
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Fig. 4. The ground-truth examples for ICP algorithm. (A) An example of problem in binary classiﬁcation using typical clustering method. In binary classiﬁcation using a
typical clustering method, actual class 1 samples in a solid line circle can be predicted as class 2 because they are closer to actual class 2 samples than to actual class
1 samples. Therefore, the actual class 1 samples in a solid line circle can be false positives or false negatives. (B) After inner-class clustering when performing binary
classiﬁcation. A result after performing inner-class clustering with the same data in (A). In this example, there are two clusters in each class, so there are four clusters in total.
Inner-class clustering is independently executed in each class and uniﬁed into 2-dimensional space. (C) Prediction of test sample in ICP. Mark an expression level of a given
test sample on 2-dimensional coordinates and ﬁnd the nearest cluster. The nearest cluster's class is the predicted class of the given sample. If there are multiple clusters that
have the same minimum distance values, the class with the largest number of samples is predicted.

score based on a variance of expression levels from each gene
in a gene pair. Let mean(G) denote a mean value of inner-class
clustering information from gene G in one dimension where mean

(G)¼ ∑2a ¼ 1 ∑kb ¼ 1 ðg ab ÞÞ=2k. The variance-based secondary score d2
can examine the distributedness of a gene pair (X, Y), and it is
deﬁned as
2

d2 ¼ ∑

k

2

2

∑ ðxab meanðXÞÞ þ ∑

a¼1b¼1

k

2

∑ ðyab meanðYÞÞ

a¼1b¼1

Now we can select a unique gene pair with the largest variance
score even if there are multiple gene pairs which have the same
degree of dispersion.
If there are n genes, n(n  1)/2 gene pairs exist and only the topscoring m gene pairs are chosen to form the majority vote set.
A user can give a speciﬁc number for the variable m. In this paper,

we used various variables m in each classiﬁer which can elicit the
best classiﬁcation results.

3.4. Predicting class in a voter
After selecting top-scoring m gene pairs, prediction in each
voter (gene pair) is needed. When test sample's expression point
of the gene pair is projected onto the 2-dimensional coordinates,
we can determine the class of a given test sample by detecting the
nearest cluster. The nearest cluster's class is considered as the class
of the given test sample (Fig. 4C). Here, udmin(Ci) denotes the
smallest Euclidean distance between test sample and one of the
class Ci's clusters. The distance is calculated with test sample's
expression point of the gene pair and mean point of a cluster from
class Ci. The predicted class of test sample s in a gene pair PC(s) can
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be deﬁned as below:
(
Class 1 if udmin ðC 1 Þ o udmin ðC 2 Þ
PCðsÞ ¼
Class 2 if udmin ðC 1 Þ 4 udmin ðC 2 Þ
There is a possibility that several clusters of different classes are
at the same distance from the test sample when udmin(C1) ¼
udmin(C2). For that reason, we use a secondary score ud2ðC i Þ ¼
∑ka ¼ 1 ððxia t 1 Þ2 þ ðyia t 2 Þ2 Þ where test sample's expression point is
(t1, t2) and (xij , yij) stands for the mean point of samples in the i-th
class and the j-th cluster on 2-dimensional coordinate. The
secondary score ud2 indicates the sum of Euclidean distance
between test sample and every class Ci's clusters. The secondary
score based prediction process is deﬁned as
(
Class 1 if ud2ðC 1 Þ o ud2ðC 2 Þ
PC2ðsÞ ¼
Class 2 if ud2ðC 1 Þ 4 ud2ðC 2 Þ
when both scores are the same which indicates udmin(C1)¼
udmin(C2) and ud2(C1)¼ud2(C2), the class with the largest number
of sample is selected, i.e. the number of samples of class 1 is 27,
and the number of samples of class 2 is 25, the ICP predicts the test
sample as class1.
3.5. Majority voting
If the process of predicting class in each voter is complete, there
remains a process for determining the ﬁnal class among the top m
voters. The majority vote set has the top m voters and each voter
has predicted classes from the prediction process. The majority
voting process makes the ﬁnal decision in the ICP algorithm. The
process classiﬁes a test sample into the most voted class from the
top m voters. In order to prevent ties, an odd number is highly
recommended for user-deﬁned parameter m but when using an
even number for m, if there are multiple classes that have the
same maximum number of votes, the class with the largest
number of samples is selected. The process of majority voting in
binary classiﬁcation can be expressed as below:

1 if the test sample is predicted to be class 1 in gene pair g
V 1 ðgÞ ¼
0 otherwise

V 2 ðgÞ ¼

(
CðsÞ ¼

1
0

if the test sample is predicted to be class 2 in gene pair g
otherwise

Class 1
Class 2

m
if ∑m
i ¼ 1 V 1 ðg i Þ 4 ∑i ¼ 1 V 2 ðg i Þ
m
m
if∑i ¼ 1 V 1 ðg i Þ o ∑i ¼ 1 V 2 ðg i Þ

 gi is i-th gene pair in the majority vote set.
 C(s) is the predicted class for test sample s in the ICP algorithm.
 If the sum of V1(g) and the sum of V2(g) are equal, the class with
the largest number of samples is selected.
The ICP algorithm consists of 5 phases described above. They are
gene selection, inner-class clustering, computing the rank score for
gene pairs, class prediction in a voter, and majority voting. A formal
description of the ICP algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Algorithm for ICP.
Input: Sample s, gene expression training data D, the number
of genes n, the number of clusters k, the number of majority
vote set m
Output: Class label C of sample s
1. Make a new feature data set D' with n genes which are
selected by feature selection (Relief-A or Symmetrical
uncertainty) method
2. For each Gene pair(a, b) from D' Do

3. Clustering the data D' with k clusters in each class by a
k-means method
4. Calculate the rank score of the gene pair(a, b) using the sum
of the Euclidean distance between clusters which are not
included in the same class
5. End For
6. Construct the top m voter set within all gene pairs which
have the highest dispersion score in the data D′
7. If there are multiple gene pairs to have the same rank score,
use variance-based second score to select m voters
8. Predict the class of sample s in each voter using the nearest
cluster's class
9. If several clusters of different classes are at the same distance
from the test sample, use Euclidean distance-based second
score to predict the class of sample s
10. Do majority voting in the m voter set and choose the class C
which has the largest number of votes
4. Results
As experimental environments, we used Intels Core™ i3 530
Dual 2.93 GHz, 4.00 GB RAM machine with Windows 7 operating
system. We have implemented our algorithm using JAVA programming language with JDK 6.
Finding an optimal parameter values when using classiﬁcation
algorithms is a difﬁcult problem. The ICP algorithm has 3 parameters. The ﬁrst is the number of features. There are numerous
genes which increase running time if they are all considered. In
this paper, we used 300 features that had already been selected by
a feature selection method, relief-A and symmetrical uncertainty.
Note that we used 8052 features (GSE 15484) and 43 419 features
(GSE 21034) for testing. Three hundred features are 3.73% of 8052
features and 0.69% of 43 419 features. The ICP process which
employs 300 features showed sensible running time. The second
parameter is the k value when performing inner-class clustering
with k-means clustering. The k value which represents the number
of clusters in the ICP algorithm is very substantial because it
reﬂects the heterogeneity of the classes in the result. If the k value
is too big, it reﬂects too many different clusters, making classiﬁcation more difﬁcult. On the contrary, for a small k value, it cannot
reﬂect the heterogeneity of classes and that can be a reason for a
high false positive rate. The parameter k is determined by crossvalidation with the limitation that k 41 and kmax ¼5. The optimal
value is selected after cross-validation for parameter k based on
AUC (Area Under Curve). The third parameter is the number of
voters in the majority vote set, which is involved with determining
how many of the top m gene pairs have a high rank score for
constructing the majority vote set. When there are more voters,
the algorithm has better results in general. However, that is on the
assumption that all voters have useful information for classiﬁcation. If the number of voters is large, there is a chance of including
useless voters. In this manner, the appropriate number of voters is
needed. The number of voters m is determined by cross-validation
with the restriction that kmax ¼10 in this paper and is an odd
number because of breaking ties in the majority voting phase. The
parameter setting for the number of voters m is same as parameter
setting for the number of voters k in k-TSP [30]. For validation, the
LOOCV (Leave One Out Cross Validation) technique is employed in
this paper. LOOCV is a cross-validation technique which uses one
sample for testing and the other samples for training to construct a
classiﬁer.
Data sets applied in this paper are registered on the GEO (Gene
expression Omnibus) database of NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology Information) as GSE 15484 and GSE 21034. These data
sets are gene expression level data from prostate cancer patients.
GSE 15484 contains 25 samples with Gleason score 6, 27 samples
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Fig. 5. ROC curve of ICP algorithm. R300 represents that the classiﬁer used 300 features from Relief-A and S300 represents that the classiﬁer used 300 features from
symmetrical uncertainty. (A) ROC curve of ICP in GSE 15484. (B) ROC curve of ICP in GSE 21034.
Table 1
AUC of various algorithms in GSE 15484.
Classiﬁcation algorithm

Parameters

300 features selected
by relief-A (R300)

300 features selected by
symmetrical uncertainty (S300)

Support Vector Machine

Polynomial kernel
RBF kernel
k¼2
Linear
Multinomial
C4.5
CART
None
Optimal Parameters from Cross-validation
Optimal parameters from cross-validation

0.846
0.826
0.715
0.831
0.827
0.567
0.753
0.821
0.857
0.797

0.827
0.826
0.773
0.791
0.806
0.695
0.827
0.730
0.910
0.876>

Classiﬁcation algorithm

Parameters

300 feature selection
by relief-A (R300)

300 feature selection by
symmetrical uncertainty (S300)

Support vector machine

Polynomial kernel
RBF kernel
k¼2
Linear
Multinomial
C4.5
CART
None
Optimal parameters from cross-validation
Optimal parameters from cross-validation

0.833
0.895
0.966
0.970
0.868
0.940
0.966
0.966
0.973
0.991

0.917
0.812
0.790
0.963
0.987
0.933
0.959
0.970
0.973
0.989

k-means
Logistic regression
Decision tree
Top scoring pair
k-Top scoring pair
ICP

Table 2
AUC of various algorithms in GSE 21034.

k-means
Logistic regression
Decision tree
Top scoring pair
k-top scoring pair
ICP

with Gleason score 8–10, and 13 benign samples. We performed
ICP with 6-Gleason-scoring samples considered low-risk (nonaggressive) and with 8, 9, and 10-Gleason-scoring samples considered high-risk (aggressive), excluding benign samples. GSE
21034 is made up of 185 samples that are gathered from individual
prostate cancer patients who have been clinically observed for
5 years. One hundred and thirty-one samples representing primary tumors are used as low-risk cancer samples and 19 samples
representing metastasis are used as high-risk cancer samples.
We draw ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves and
brought out an AUC (Area Under Curve) value to estimate the
efﬁciency of the ICP model (Fig. 5). Since AUC value is an indicator
of the efﬁciency of the classiﬁcation model, we compared the

value from the ICP model with other classiﬁcation algorithms in
GSE 15484 and in GSE 21034 (Tables 1and 2). The comparing
algorithms are SVM (Support Vector Machine) [43,44], k-means
clustering algorithm [42], logistic regression [45,46], decision tree
[25,26], TSP (Top Scoring Pair) [27], and k-TSP (k-Top Scoring Pair)
[30]. The comparing algorithms are classiﬁcation methods which
are widely used in bioinformatics and in machine learning. TSP
and k-TSP are the algorithms which use gene pairs for classiﬁcation similar to the ICP.
For parameters, polynomial kernel and RBF (Radial Basis Function) kernel are employed for SVM, k ¼2 is used for k-means
algorithm because the experiment deals with binary classiﬁcation,
linear and multinomial versions of logistic regression are selected
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for comparison and in decision tree, C4.5 and CART are chosen for
attribute selection measure. TSP algorithm does not have userdeﬁned parameters, on the other hand, k-TSP and ICP use optimal
parameters from cross-validation. General descriptions for the
comparing algorithms are represented in the ‘related works’
section. Relief-A and symmetrical uncertainty are used to select
the features in comparing algorithms the same as in the ICP. In
order to validate the comparing algorithms, LOOCV (Leave One Out
Cross Validation) is used and it is the same technique which is
used in the proposed algorithm ICP.
In GSE 15484 data, the AUC of the proposed algorithm is 0.797
in R300 and 0.876 in S300 where the R300 indicates using 300feature-selection by relief-A and the S300 indicates using 300feature-selection by symmetrical uncertainty. The ICP showed
better performance than k-means, C4.5 decision tree, CART decision tree in the R300 and showed better performance than
polynomial-kernel-SVM, RBF-kernel-SVM, k-means clustering, linear logistic regression, multinomial logistic regression, C4.5 decision tree, CART decision tree, and TSP in the S300. However, the
ICP did not outperform k-TSP and a few algorithms with AUC in
GSE 15484. On the other side, in GSE 21034, the ICP showed
outstanding performance both in the R300 and in the S300. The
AUC of the ICP is 0.991 in R300 and 0.989 in S300. There are no
comparing algorithms that showed higher AUC than the ICP.
The ICP uses gene pairs for classiﬁcation and it is possible that
the ranked gene pairs have biological information. We searched
the ranked gene pairs of the ICP on the PubMed compare to the
search result of ranked gene pairs of the k-TSP which also uses
ranked gene pairs. The PubMed is a database which contains
abstracts of biomedical literatures and is maintained by NLM (The
United States National Library of Medicine). We deﬁned that if two
genes of a gene pair are co-occurred in the same literature, the
gene pair is informative. The top-scoring 9 gene pairs are chosen
and searched on the PubMed (Table 3). Since, the ICP has one more
parameter than the k-TSP and it is the number of clusters for
inner-class clustering algorithm, We searched gene pairs with 2–5
clusters and get the average number of gene pairs which have
PubMed search result, i.e. let c denote the number of clusters
where 1 oco 6, #c denotes the number of gene pairs which have
PubMed search result with c clusters, and there are given values
that #2 ¼ 2, #3 ¼0, #4 ¼1, and #5 ¼1. Then the average number
of gene pairs which have PubMed search result is ð2 þ 0þ
1 þ 1Þ=4 ¼ ð4=4Þ ¼ 1. Based on our deﬁnition of informative gene
pair, the k-TSP has no informative gene pair. However, the ICP has
1 informative gene pair from 9 total gene pairs in GSE 15484 using
S300, 2 informative gene pairs from 9 total gene pairs in GSE
21034 using F300, and 6.25 informative gene pairs from 9 total
gene pairs in GSE 21034 using S300. There is a list for the gene
pairs of the ICP which are highly ranked from classiﬁer and are
searched on the PubMed (Tables 4 and 5). The listed gene pairs are
worth researching because not only the informative gene pairs but
also the other gene pairs can have biological meaning.

Table 3
The number of informative gene pairs which have PubMed search result.
Data

Parameters

k-TSP

ICP

GSE 15484

Relief-A (300),
# of gene pairs in total¼ 9
Symmetrical uncertainty (300),
# of gene pairs in total¼ 9

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

6.25

GSE 21034

Relief-A (300),
# of gene pairs in total¼ 9
Symmetrical uncertainty (300),
# of gene pairs in total¼ 9

Gene expression levels of the informative gene pairs can have
interesting information. We evaluated 4 informative gene pairs,
PTPN22:SPRED2, TBP:HIP1, MYH11:ACTA2, and ACTA2:AR on
2-dimensional coordinate (Fig. 6). PTPN22:SPRED2 has 1 PubMed
search result, TBP:HIP1 has 2 PubMed search results, MYH11:
ACTA2 has 16 PubMed search results, and ACTA2:AR has 10
PubMed search results. We found again that the data have
heterogeneous characteristics. Gene expression levels are highly
distributed even if the samples are in the same class except
aggressive samples in MYH11:ACTA2. The ICP can catch heterogeneous characteristics of data, however, that does not indicate
the ICP can only handle heterogeneous data. Because even if a data
is highly clustered in each class which means the data does not
have heterogeneous characteristics, the inner-class clustering
results may be at the similar region on 2-dimensional coordinate.

5. Discussion
Data samples do not have similar values even when they are in
the same class. We classify on the assumption that most classiﬁcation algorithms rely on similar values in the same class and
different values in the other classes. The ICP algorithm is useful
for heterogeneous data because the algorithm performs the
classiﬁcation based on several different aspects of the data.
In the phase of majority voting, gene pairs are obtained by
using genes which are selected through feature selection and
ranks of the gene pairs are assigned based on their rank score. The
gene pairs with high rank provide clearer division between
aggressive cancer and non-aggressive cancer than the gene pairs
with low rank. Moreover, the ranked gene pairs can have biological information. We investigated 7 gene pairs which have
PubMed search result among top-ranking gene pairs and found
4 gene pairs are meaningfully related to biological processes
(Table 6). They are TBP:HIP1, PTPN22:SPRED2, AR:MSMB, and
MYH11:ACTA2. TBP:HIP1 is involved in transcription regulation
process [47], PTPN22:SPRED2 is related to anti-cyclic citrullinated
peptide antibodies [48], MSMB has indirect relationship with AR in
transcription process [49], and MYH11:ACTA2 can cause TAAD
(Thoracic Aortic Aneurysm/Dissection) [50,51].
From the research study on genes which are frequently
appeared in top-ranking gene pairs of GSE 15484 and GSE
21034, we found that the genes are related to cancer and many
of them are related to prostate cancer. Among genes associated
with prostate cancer, HSD17B4, MSMB, PLA2G2A, ACPP, MYLK, and
ANO7 are directly related to the prognosis of prostate cancer
(Table 7). HSD17B4 is a gene closely related to the prostate cancer
gene. It is an important index for determining patients with poor
prognosis [52]. There are some studies which mention the
relevance of MSMB to prostate cancer. For higher gene expression
levels, the possibility of recurrence is lower after radical prostatectomy [53]. Also, the higher the gene expression level of
PLA2G2A, the poorer the prognosis of the prostate cancer and
the more metastatic it tends to be [54–56]. The expression level of
ACPP may help in predicting the stage of prostate cancer and
determining the cure [57]. One study suggests that the expression
level of ACPP can be a sensitive tumor marker for diagnosing
prostate cancer [58]. MYLK identiﬁed as a downstream target of
the androgen signaling pathway in prostate cells [59]. Another
gene ANO7 is a target for the therapies of prostate cancer because
of because of its selective expression in prostate cancer [60,61].
The ICP algorithm is signiﬁcant since the top-ranking gene pairs
are related to biological processes, and the genes which are
appeared in the top-ranking gene pairs are known to be associated
with prostate cancer and its prognosis.
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Table 4
The ranked gene pairs of ICP in GSE 15484.
Top-ranking gene pairs
(PTPN22 HSD17B4), (PTPN22, ANKH), (PTPN22, CCDC80), (PTPN22, CYCS), (PTPN22 DSC2), (PTPN22 MYLK), (PTPN22 MSMB), (DSC2 MSMB), (MYLK MSMB), (PTPN22
RPL10A), (PTPN22 SPARC), (URB MSMB), (ANKH MSMB), (ANO7 MSMB), (ADAR MSMB), (HSD17B4 MSMB), (RPL10A, MSMB), (SPARC MSMB), (NSEP1 MSMB), (SNX3
MSMB), (TTC37, MSMB), (NAP1L1 MSMB), (ERRFI1, MSMB), (VDAC1 MSMB), (UGDH MSMB), (ATP6V1A MSMB), (TBP IFIT1), (TBP HIP1), (SEMA3D HIP1), (PTPN22
MFAP1), (PTPN22 GRINL1A), (TBP MFAP1), (PTPN22 PLA2G2A), (TBP URB), (TBP ANKH), (PTPN22 HSP90AA1), (PTPN22, XRN1), (PTPN22 TBP), (PTPN22 SPRED2), (MFAP1
GRINL1A), (PTPN22 ADAR), (PTPN22 ATP13A3), (PTPN22 IGJ), (SYBL1, TBP), (MFAP1 PLA2G2A), (SYBL1 PTPN22), (TBP, PLA2G2A), (PLA2G2A RPL10A), (PLA2G2A SPARC),
(PLA2G2A SYBU), (PTPN22 HSD17B4)
n

Redundant gene pairs are removed and bolded gene pairs are informative gene pairs which have PubMed search result.

Table 5
The ranked gene pairs of ICP in GSE 21034.
Top-ranking gene pairs
(MYH11 MSMB), (ACTG2, MSMB), (ACTA2 MSMB), (ACTA2 ACTG2), (AR MSMB), (ACPP MSMB), (NRP1 MSMB), (ACTA2 ACPP), (ACTA2 MAOB), (ACTG2 MAOB), (ACTA2
AR), (MYH11 ACTA2), (TAGLN ACTA2), (ACTA2 FLNA), (ACTA2 CSRP1)
n

Redundant gene pairs are removed and bolded gene pairs are informative gene pairs which have PubMed search result.

Fig. 6. Gene expression levels of the informative gene pairs. (A) Gene expression levels of PTPN22:SPRED2 gene fusion from GSE 15484. (B) Gene expression levels of TBP:
HIP1 gene fusion from GSE 15484. (C) Gene expression levels of MYH11:ACTA2 gene fusion from GSE 21034. (D) Gene expression levels of ACTA2:AR gene fusion from
GSE 21034.

Table 6
Literature summary of informative gene pairs which are related to biological processes.
Gene pair

Literature summary

(TBP HIP1)

TBP is signiﬁcantly enriched in the HIP1 protein interactor binding site which indicates that TBP might co-operate
with HIP1 for transcription regulation
Associations with the HLA (Human Leukocyte Antigen) region, PTPN22 and SPRED2 improved in individuals positive
for anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide antibodies when identifying susceptibility loci for rheumatoid arthritis
Both MSMB and an adjacent gene, NCOA4, are subjected to transcriptional control via androgen response elements.
And the androgen receptor (AR) is a member of the steroid receptor superfamily that interacts with androgen response
elements to regulate target gene transcription. The NCOA4 interacts directly with the androgen receptor as a co-activator to
enhance AR transcriptional activity
MYH11 and ACTA2 mutations enhance TGF-beta signaling in familial TAAD (Thoracic Aortic Aneurysm/Dissection).
Mutations in the vascular smooth muscle cell (SMC)-speciﬁc beta-myosin (MYH11) and alpha-actin (ACTA2) can cause the TAAD

(PTPN22 SPRED2)
(AR MSMB)

(MYH11 ACTA2)
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Table 7
Literature summary of genes which are frequently appeared in voter sets.
Gene
symbol

Literature summary

HSD17B4

Overexpression of HSD17B4 was associated with prostate cancer. Multivariate Cox proportional hazards analysis adjusted for known prognostic indicators
revealed that expression of HSD17B4 is important index for poor prognosis. If the expression level of HSD17B4 is high, the prognosis of prostate cancer
patient is poor
Multivariate analysis adjusted for clinicopathological parameters demonstrated that MSMB expression is an independent predictor of decreased risk of
recurrence. MSMB is a signiﬁcant indicator, predicting outcome after radical prostatectomy for localized prostate cancer. If the expression level of MSMB is
high, the possibility of cancer recurrence is low
Overexpression of PL2AG2A was observed in prostate cancer samples using quantitative real-time PCR. Its expression was higher in prostate cancer than in
benign prostate. PLA2G2A was also related with prostate development and progression, since it is associated signiﬁcantly with high Gleason score and
advanced tumor stage
Expression of ACPP showed an inverse correlation with tumor stage. If the expression level of ACPP is high, the tumor stage of the prostate cancer is low.
ACPP expression can be potential biomarkers for prostate cancer diagnosis and prognosis and may be helpful for clinical decisions in terms of individual
therapeutic management
Analysis of gene expression proﬁles revealed MYLK mRNA levels are markedly down-regulated by the synthetic androgen R1881. And androgens play a
major role in the growth and survival of primary prostate tumors. MYLK is a downstream target of the androgen signaling pathway in prostate cells
ANO7 is detected only in prostate cancer and normal prostate. Because of its selective expression in prostate cancer, ANO7 is a target for the T cell-mediated
immunotherapy and antibody-based therapies of prostate cancer

MSMB

PLA2G2A

ACPP

MYLK
ANO7

6. Conclusions
We showed that the method in this paper ICP is novel and
showed better performance than other machine learning algorithms and related algorithms which use gene pairs. By researching the gene pairs with high rank score, we found gene pairs
associated with biological processes and genes associated with
prostate cancer. Many of the genes are already known to be
associated with the diagnosis and prognosis of prostate cancer
and it is worth researching other genes or gene pairs which have
not been sufﬁciently studied. In addition, a clinical kit can be
developed that predicts the prognosis of patients with prostate
cancer using the suggested genes.
This method can be applied to multi-class classiﬁcation. Since
multi-class classiﬁcation is different from binary classiﬁcation, if
we develop the method in this paper further, we will be able to
use the ICP for not only binary classiﬁcation but also for multiclass classiﬁcation.
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